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Abstract. Techniques that can introduce low dimensional feature representation 
with enhanced discriminatory power are important in face recognition systems. 
This paper presents one of the symbolic factor analysis method i.e., symbolic 
Linear Discriminant Analysis (symbolic LDA) method for face representation 
and recognition. Classical factor analysis methods extract features, which are 
single valued in nature to represent face images. These single valued variables 
may not be able to capture variation of each feature in all the images of same 
subject; this leads to loss of information. The symbolic Linear Discriminant 
Analysis Algorithm extracts most discriminating interval type features; they op-
timally discriminate among the classes represented in the training set. The pro-
posed method has been successfully tested for face recognition using two data-
bases, ORL and Yale Face database. The effectiveness of the proposed method 
is shown in terms of comparative performance against popular classical factor 
analysis methods such as eigenface method and Linear Discriminant Analysis 
method. Experimental results show that symbolic LDA outperforms the classi-
cal factor analysis methods.  

1   Introduction 

Feature extraction has been the most fundamental and important in face recognition 
and other recognition problems. The main objective of research on face recognition 
problem is to find a technique that can introduce low dimensional feature representa-
tion of face objects with enhanced discriminatory power. Among various solutions to 
this problem, the most successful are those appearance-based approaches 
[4][5][19][26][27]. Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is a well known appearance 
based technique, Kirby and Sirovich [14] are among the first who used this technique 
directly on the characterization of human faces and showed that PCA is an optimal 
compression scheme that minimizes the mean squared error between the original 
images and their reconstructions for any given level of compression. Turk and Pent-
land [22] popularized the use of PCA for face recognition; they used PCA to compute 
a set of subspace basis vectors (which they called eigenfaces) for a database of face 
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images. Grudin [11] showed that the correlation between images of the whole faces is 
not efficient for satisfactory recognition performance. Illumination normalization is 
usually necessary for the eigenface approach. Zhao and Yang proposed a new method 
to compute the covariance matrix using three images each taken in different lighting 
conditions to account for arbitrary illumination effects. Bartlett et al., [2] proposed 
using Independent Component Analysis (ICA) for face representation and found that 
it was better than PCA when cosines were used as the similarity measure. ICA im-
proves upon the PCA scheme by considering higher order statistics and ICA searches 
for a linear transformation to express a set of random variables as linear combinations 
of statistically independent source variables. Yang [24] used Kernel PCA for face 
feature extraction and recognition and showed that the kernel eigenfaces method out-
performs the classical eigenfaces method. However, ICA and Kernel PCA are both 
computationally more expensive than PCA. Swets and Weng [21] present a method to 
selecting discriminant eigenfeatures using multidimensional linear discriminant analy-
sis (LDA). LDA [25] based algorithms outperform PCA based ones, since the former 
optimizes the low-dimensional representation of the objects with focus on the Most 
Discriminant Features (MDFs) extraction while the latter achieves simply object re-
construction. PCA based technique produce a set of Most Expressive Features 
(MEFs); the features produced are not necessarily good for discriminating among 
classes defined by the set of samples. The MEFs describe some major variations in 
the class, such as those due to lighting direction; these variations may well be irrele-
vant to how the classes are divided. Recently, many appearance-based algorithms 
have been proposed [9][16][17][18][23][24][27].   

The defining characteristic of these classical appearance-based algorithms is that 
they directly use the pixel intensity values in a face image as the features on which to 
base the recognition decision. The pixel intensities that are used as features are repre-
sented using single valued variables. However, in many situations same face is cap-
tured under different orientations, lighting conditions, expressions and backgrounds, 
which lead to image variations. The corresponding pixel intensities do change be-
cause of image variations. The use of single valued variables may not be able to cap-
ture the variation of feature values of the images of the same subject. In such a case, 
we need to consider the symbolic data analysis (SDA) [1][8][15], in which the inter-
val-valued data are analyzed. We have focused our research towards extracting inter-
val type features to represent face images, which are robust to variations due to illu-
mination, orientation and facial expression. In [12], a Symbolic Principal Component 
Analysis (symbolic PCA) approach for face recognition is presented, in which sym-
bolic PCA is employed to compute a set of subspace basis vectors for symbolic faces 
and then project the symbolic faces into the compressed subspace. This method re-
quires a small number of features to achieve the same recognition rate as compared to 
eigenface method. The symbolic PCA technique, however, encodes only for second 
order statistics, i.e., pixel wise covariance among the pixels, and does not address 
high-order statistical dependencies such as the relationships among three or more 
pixels. As these second order statistics provide only partial information on the statis-
tics of both natural images and human faces, it might become necessary to incorporate  
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higher order statistics as well. The kernel PCA [20][24] is capable of deriving low 
dimensional features that incorporate higher order statistics. Higher order dependen-
cies in an image include nonlinear relations among the pixel intensity values, such as 
the relationships among three or more pixels in an edge or a curve, which can capture 
important information for recognition. The kernel PCA is extended to symbolic data 
analysis as symbolic KPCA [13] for face recognition and the experimental results 
show improved recognition rate as compared to the symbolic PCA method.   

In this paper, symbolic LDA method is presented, which is generalization of the 
classical linear discriminant analysis to symbolic objects for face recognition. In the 
first phase, we represent the face images as symbolic objects (symbolic faces) of 
interval type variables. The representation of face images as symbolic faces accounts 
for image variations of human faces under different lighting conditions, orientations 
and facial expressions. It also drastically reduces the dimension of the image space 
without losing a significant amount of information. Each symbolic face summarizes 
the variation of feature values through the different images of the same subject. In the 
second phase, we have applied the proposed symbolic LDA on the symbolic faces and 
linearly derives low dimensional most discriminant interval type features. Finally, a 
minimum distance classifier with Minkowsky’s symbolic dissimilarity measure pro-
posed by De Carvalho and Diday [1] is employed for classification. The proposed 
method has been successfully tested using two standard databases ORL and Yale Face 
database.       

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: the construction of symbolic 
faces is described in section 2. In section 3, extraction of most discriminant interval 
type features from symbolic faces is presented. The comparison results are presented 
in the section 4. Finally, a conclusion is drawn in the section 5. 

2   Extraction of Symbolic Faces 

Let { }nΓΓ=Ω ,....,1  be the collection of n face images of the database, each of 

size MN × . An image set is a collection of face images of m different subjects (face 

class) denoted by { }mcccE .,..,, 21= . We have assumed that images belonging to 

a face class are arranged from right side view to left side view. The view range of 
each face class is partitioned into q sub face classes and each sub face class contains r 

number of images. The feature vector of thk sub face class k
ic of thi  face class ic , 

where ,,,2,1 qk …=  is described by a vector of p interval variables pYY ,...,1 , and is 

of length NMp= . The interval variable jY  of thk sub face class k

ic of thi  face 

class is described as ],[)(
k
ij

k
ij

k
ij xxcY = , where 

k

ijx  and k

ijx  are minimum and maxi-

mum intensity values, respectively, among th
j  pixels of all the images of sub face 

class k

ic . The vector k

iX of interval variables is recorded for thk sub face class k

ic  of 
thi  face class. This vector is called as symbolic face.  
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We denote 

( ) ( )( ) ,,,1,,,1,,...,1 qkmicYcYX k
ip

k
i

k
i …… === pj ,...,1= . (1) 

We represent the qm  symbolic faces by a matrix X  of size )( qmp × , consisting of 

column vectors k
iX , .,,1,,,1 qkmi …… ==  

3   Extraction of Most Discriminant Interval Type Features 

Let us consider the matrix X  containing qm symbolic faces pertaining to the given 

set Ω  of images belonging to m face classes. The centers [6] [7] ℜ∈
ck
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The qmp × data matrix CX containing the centers ℜ∈
ck

ijx  of the intervals for qm 
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i xxX ,,1 …=  represent the centers, lower bounds 

and upper bounds of the qm symbolic faces k

iX , respectively. There are m face 

classes denoted by { }mcccE .,..,, 21= , each class ic contains ,,,2,1, miqi …=  

number of symbolic faces.  
The mean iM  of class ic is calculated as  
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where iq  is number of symbolic faces of class ic .  

Similarly the grand mean vector of all qm symbolic faces from all classes is de-
fined as    
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The within class scatter matrix wS  is defined as  
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The between class scatter matrix bS  is defined as  
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where iM  is mean of class ).,,1( mici …=  

In discriminant analysis, we want to determine the projection axis W  that maxi-

mizes the ratio
{ }
{ }w

b

S

S

det

det
. In other words, we want to maximize the between-class 

scatter matrix while minimizing the within-class scatter matrix. It has been proven 
(Fisher and Loeve) [10] that this ratio is maximized when the column vectors of pro-

jection axis W is the eigenvector of bw SS 1−  associated with the largest eigenvalue. 

We need a set of projection axes, dWW ,,1 … , which are eigenvectors of  bw SS 1−  

corresponding to first d largest eigenvalues. The optimal discriminant projection axes, 

dWW ,,1 …  are used for feature extraction.  

Since, each symbolic face k

iX  is located between the lower bound symbolic face 

k
iX and upper bound symbolic face 

k
iX , so it is possible to find most discriminating 

interval type features ],[
k
i

k
i BB . 

The lower bound features of each symbolic face k

iX  is given by  

k
i

T
l

k
i XWB =  , dl ,,2,1 …=  (7) 

for .,,1,,,1 qkmi …… ==   

Similarly the upper bound features of each symbolic face k

iX is given by  

k
i

T
l

k
i XWB = , dl ,,2,1 …=   (8) 

Let [ ]ltestc ΓΓΓ= ,,, 21 …  be the test face class contains face images of same subject 

with different expression, lighting condition and orientation. The test symbolic face 

testX  is constructed for test face class testc  as explained in the section 2. The lower 

bound test symbolic face of test symbolic face testX  is described as 

( )test

p

testtest

test xxxX ,,, 21 …= . Similarly, the upper bound test symbolic face is de-

scribed as ( )test

p

testtest

test xxxX ,,, 21 …= .  

The interval type features ],[
testtest BB of test symbolic face testX  are computed 

as: 
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where .,,2,1 dl …=  
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3.1   Face Recognition Based on a Minimum Distance Classifier 

When test face class testc  is presented to the symbolic LDA classifier, low dimen-

sional interval features ],[ testtest BB are derived. Let, ],[
k
i

k
i BB , 

,,,1,,,1 qkmi …… == be the interval features of qm symbolic faces. The classifier 

applies the minimum distance rule for classification using symbolic dissimilarity 
measure :δ  

itest

k
i

k
i
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i

k
i
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i

testtest ccBBBBBBBB ∈→⎟
⎠
⎞⎜

⎝
⎛=⎟

⎠
⎞⎜

⎝
⎛ ],[],,[min],[],,[ δδ  (11) 

The symbolic LDA interval feature vector ],[ testtest BB  is classified as belonging to 

the symbolic face, ic , using appropriate symbolic dissimilarity measure .δ  

4   Experimental Results 

Face recognition system using symbolic LDA method identify the face by computing 
nearest face image for a given unknown face images using minimum distance classi-
fication rule. If our system is able to recognize given probe image is to same face 
image in the database then the trial is success, otherwise it is a failure. To show the 
significance symbolic LDA for dimensionality reduction we have chosen different 
sized subspaces for experiments. We assess the feasibility and performance of the 
proposed symbolic LDA on the face recognition task, using ORL and Yale databases, 
these databases contains frontal face images which were acquired under variable illu-
mination, orientation and facial expressions. The effectiveness of proposed methods is 
shown in terms of comparative performance against five popular face recognition 
methods. In particular, we compared our algorithms with eigenfaces [22], fisherfaces 
[3], symbolic PCA [12], symbolic ICA and symbolic KPCA [13]. The experimenta-
tion is done on system with CPU: Pentium 2.5 GHz. 

4.1   Experiments Using ORL Database 

We assess the feasibility and performance of the proposed symbolic LDA on the face 
recognition task using ORL database. The ORL face database is composed of 400 
images with ten different images for each of the 40 distinct subjects. All the images 
were taken against a dark homogeneous background with the subjects in an upright, 
frontal position, with tolerance for some tilting and rotation of up to about o20  from 
frontal view to left side view and right side view. There is some variation in scale of 
up to about 10%. The spatial and gray level resolutions of the images are 11292×  
and 256, respectively. In our experiments, based on the eye positions, all the face 
images in the database and the query input are manually cropped to a size of 8080× . 
All the 400 images from the ORL database are used to evaluate the face recognition 
performance of proposed methods. We have manually arranged the face images of 
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same subject from right side view to left side view. Six images are randomly chosen 
from the ten images available for each subject for training, while the remaining im-
ages are used to construct the test symbolic face for each trial. Fig.1 shows the some 
typical images of one subject of ORL database.  

 

Fig. 1. Sample face images belonging to one subject of ORL database 

Table 1. Comparison of classification performance of proposed symbolic LDA method using 
ORL database 

Methods Training time (sec) Feature Dimension Recognition Rate (%) 
Fisherfaces      98     86     92.8 
Eigenfaces 102 189 87.65 
Symbolic PCA 38 71 94.85 
Symbolic ICA 87 109 89.15 
Symbolic KPCA 110 49 95.45 
Symbolic LDA 19 28 97.5 

Table-1 presents the experimental results for each method corresponding to ORL 
database. The experimental results show that the proposed method outperforms the 
classical factor analysis methods. Further, the symbolic LDA method achieves the 
better recognition rate than symbolic PCA method, symbolic ICA and symbolic 
KPCA method. 

4.2   Experiments on the Yale Face Database 

The experiments are conducted using Yale database to evaluate the excellence of the 
symbolic LDA for the face recognition problem. The Yale Face database consists of a 
total 165 images obtained from 15 different people, with 11 images from each person. 
The images contain variations in the following facial expressions or configurations: 
center-light, with glasses, happy, left light, without glasses, normal, right light, sad, 
sleepy, surprised and wink. We preprocessed these images by aligning and scaling 
them so that the distances between the eyes were the same for all images and also 
ensuring that the eyes occurred in the same co-ordinates of the image. The resulting 
image was then cropped. The final image was .156128×  The Fig.2 shows some typi-
cal images of one subject of Yale Face database. 

In our experiments, 9 images are randomly chosen from each class for training, 
while the remaining two images are used to construct test symbolic face for each trial. 
The recognition rates, training time and optimal subspace dimension are listed in 
Table-2. From Table-2, we note that the symbolic LDA method with a smaller num-
ber of features outperforms the classical factor analysis methods with a larger number 
of features.  
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Fig. 2. Some typical images of one subject of Yale Face database 

Table 2. Comparison of classification performance using Yale Face database 

Methods Training time (sec) Feature Dimension Recognition Rate (%) 
Fisherfaces     59     23     89.85 
Eigenfaces 85 110 82.04 
Symbolic PCA 35 41 91.15 
Symbolic ICA 43 32 92.00 
Symbolic KPCA 98 56 94.55 
Symbolic LDA 18 13 96.15 

5   Conclusion 

This paper presents symbolic LDA for face recognition. The feasibility of the sym-
bolic LDA method has been tested successfully using standard databases, ORL and 
Yale Face database. The experimental results show that the proposed method achieve 
significantly improved recognition rates as compared to classical factor analysis 
methods. The proposed symbolic LDA outperforms symbolic PCA, symbolic ICA 
and symbolic KPCA under variable lighting conditions, orientations and expressions. 

The proposed symbolic LDA has many advantages compared to classical factor 
analysis methods. The drawback of classical factor analysis methods is that in order to 
recognize a face seen from a particular pose and under a particular illumination, the 
face must have been previously seen under the same conditions. The symbolic LDA 
overcomes this limitation by representing the faces by interval type features so that 
even the faces seen previously in different poses, orientations and illuminations are 
recognized. Another important merit is that we can use more than one probe images 
with inherent variability of a face for face recognition. Therefore, symbolic LDA 
improve the recognition accuracy as compared to classical factor analysis methods at 
reduced computational cost. This is clearly evident from the experimental results. 
Further, the symbolic LDA yields significantly better results than other symbolic 
factor analysis methods.  
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